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Message to Cancer Patients and Survivors from HaysMed:
You Are Not Alone
Of all the diagnoses that a person can get, cancer can be the most frightening. A cancer diagnosis
throws people and their loved ones into emotional turmoil. Coping with cancer can be as difficult
emotionally as it is physically, creating overwhelming feelings that may continue even years after
recovery. At the Dreiling/Schmidt Cancer Institute (DSCI), we have a message for every cancer
patient, every survivor, and all whose lives they touch: you are not alone. We are here to serve
patients and those involved in their care by mobilizing the right people, a supportive community, and
the best tools to support your journey.
The Right People
One of the best indicators of our commitment is that DSCI staff members receive high marks for the
care they provide. Recent patient comments stated, “We have felt very blessed from the time we
entered the doors until leaving. Each one from the receptionist, nurses, technicians, doctors has
been superb. They have each made what could have been a frightening experience into a positive
one. We are grateful for this facility to be within driving distance.”
A Supportive Community
In 2002, HaysMed’s Dreiling/Schmidt Cancer Institute was named in recognition of significant
financial investments received from the Leo J. and Albina Dreiling Charitable Trust and from the
Robert E. and Patricia A. Schmidt Foundation. Since then, the Institute has set the standard for
cancer treatment in western Kansas.
The 2018 Ladies’ Golf Association at Smoky Hill Country Club organized a “Pink Night” in support of
the Breast Care Center at HaysMed. Through the event the group raised $2,500 which is being
used locally to support education and survivor services and events. Karol Kieffer, who helped to
organize the second
annual event said,
“Everyone was very
excited to support
this, and we are
already making plans
for next year.” This
event demonstrates
our community’s
strong backing of one
another, and the
commitment
HaysMed has made
to assist cancer
patients and their
families by involving a
The Ladies’ Golf Association at Smoky Hill Country Club at their 2018 “Pink Night” in support of
community of support.
HaysMed’s Breast Care Center
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The Best Tools
Advances in technology are key in the battle against cancer. Most
recently, DSCI has purchased a new large-bore, high resolution CT
scanner for cancer diagnosis and for the most accurate radiation
treatment planning available.

Jeff Brull, Executive Director
HaysMed Foundation

The View From Here
This annual report serves, not only to share the
dollars-and-cents successes of the Foundation,
but also the real work being done to improve the
health and lives of our families, neighbors, and
friends right here in western Kansas.
It’s a transition year for us with Ruth Heffel
stepping down as executive director after twelve
years. Ruth is enjoying time with her family,
traveling, and you will find her on the golf course
when the weather turns warm again. The
HaysMed Foundation Board established an
endowed fund in Ruth’s honor upon her
retirement. Named the Heffel Healthcare Heritage,
it will honor her leadership in perpetuity. As you
page through this newsletter or hear of the good
things HaysMed and the HaysMed Foundation are
accomplishing each day, you may find yourself, as
I do, feeling grateful for your health, for state-ofthe-art facilities at HaysMed, and for the fantastic
people who make it all work. A good way to show
that gratitude you feel and to honor Ruth’s service
that helped facilitate it, would be through a gift to
this new fund.
As the new executive director I’m excited to work
with our board and our generous benefactors, and
I pledge to stay curious and look for opportunities
to steward the foundation well into the future.
Healthcare is a complicated and expensive
venture. We are truly fortunate that the leaders of
generations past had the wisdom and the
resources to establish and build up what we know
today as HaysMed. It was done by talented
visionaries but also by ordinary folks who wanted
to make a difference.
I encourage you to peruse these pages, and I
challenge you to find the things that inspire you to
make your impact on the health of our community
today and for generations to come. At the
HaysMed Foundation, we stand ready to help turn
your inspirations into the tools and the programs
that will keep western Kansas strong and healthy.

This advanced imaging technology helps plan radiation treatment
with a high level of precision. It allows accurate pinpointing of a
tumor’s location while allowing the patient’s normal breathing and
minimizing discomfort. This new technology was funded, in large
part, by the Leo J. and Albina Dreiling Endowed Fund, by the Bill
Aubel Endowed Fund, and by the many associates’ and
community members’ gifts to the HaysMed Foundation’s DSCI
Endowed and Restricted Funds.
One of the most significant tools in the fight against cancer is the
entirety of resources available by virtue of HaysMed’s affiliation
with the University of Kansas Health System. Through world-class
research and patient care, The University of Kansas Cancer
Center is working toward a world without cancer. The work begins
at home, here in Kansas, where exceptional cancer care is the
norm, not the exception.
No one should have to face a cancer diagnosis alone, and at
HaysMed, through the Dreiling/Schmidt Cancer Institute, the
Breast Care Center, the HaysMed Foundation, and the strength of
our partnerships, we are proud to provide the people, the
community, and the tools to serve as companions on the road to
survivorship.

Leave More to Heirs and to Causes You Love; Less to
the Government
Did you know that 60 to 70
percent of your retirement
assets may be taxed if
you leave this money
to your heirs at your
death? A much better
option is to leave your
heirs assets that
receive a step up in
cost basis, such as real
estate and stock, and give
the retirement assets to the
HaysMed Foundation. As a charity,
we are not taxed upon receiving an IRA or other retirement plan
assets. Making this plan is as easy as contacting your IRA
custodian and completing a simple form.
If you have any questions about gifts of retirement assets, please
contact us. Please let us know if you have already included the
HaysMed Foundation as a beneficiary of your retirement assets or
other estate plans, so we can thank and recognize you for your gift.

Statement of Financial Position
ASSETS
Cash
Investments at Market
Pledges Receivable
Interest in Remainder Trust
Accrued Earnings
Other Assets

June 30, 2018
$761,076
$29,486,422
$1,708,571
$12,727
-

June 30, 2017
$464,655
$28,047,743
$2,763,077
$10,844
-

TOTAL ASSETS

$31,968,796

$31,286,319

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Accounts Payable
Net Assets

$54,758
$31,914,038

$55,202
$31,231,117

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$31,968,796

$31,286,319

Statement of Activities
REVENUE
Gifts and Contributions
Earnings on Investments and Royalties

June 30, 2018
$1,667,212
$2,501,999

June 30, 2017
$2,772,825
$924,423

TOTAL REVENUE

$4,169,211

$3,697,248

EXPENSES
Foundation Supported Activities
Fundraising Activities
Operating Expenses

$3,000,288
$90,929
$531,228

$1,623,460
$92,752
$458,955

TOTAL EXPENSES

$3,622,445

$2,175,167

$546,766

$1,522,081

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS FROM ACTIVITIES

Assets in $ Millions

Endowed Funds by Year
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To view the complete list of Fiscal Year 2018 donors, please go to the HaysMed Foundation website – www.haysmedfoundation.org.
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Keeping Patients Close to Home
A message from HaysMed CEO Eddie Herrman
In counties with small community hospitals, patients often travel for specialty care. Our region is fortunate that HaysMed allows
patients to receive excellent care while staying near home. Being a part of The University of Kansas Health System allows
HaysMed to treat the majority of patients through existing services but also through the growing number of specialty clinics that
are staffed in Hays on a regular schedule through the system. As a result of being a member of The University of Kansas Health
System HaysMed has been able to add the following services:
●
●
●
●
●

Heart Failure Clinic
Electrophysiology
Ear, Nose, Throat
Pediatric Cardiology
Pediatric Rheumatology

And HaysMed is always looking to increase services and
specialties to improve outcomes right here in our region,
but also has access to the full arsenal of resources of The
University of Kansas Hospital for patients with needs not
able to be treated close to home. In these cases,
HaysMed coordinates care and transportation, and often
patients are able to receive support and follow-up services
here in Hays or at their local community clinics and
hospitals.

The University of Kansas Health System has expanded its reach beyond the Kansas City area
in the past two years. The health system also partners with hospitals in 54 counties through
its heart and stroke collaborative. The blue counties indicate where the system has a
presence. SOURCE: University of Kansas Health System, Kansas Health Association |
©HERE/MAPS4NEWS.COM

Finally, The University of Kansas Health System
partnership has enhanced HaysMed’s ability to attract
doctors educated through The University of Kansas Medical
School, who understand the people of our state and how to care for them.

Bob Lowen Leaves a Legacy of Caring
Bob Lowen liked to begin his
letters with the greeting,
"Hello, Friends." The
greeting was comfortable
and friendly, just like Bob.
Truly he didn't know a
stranger, and he was mentor
and father-figure to more
folks than he could ever
have imagined. Bob passed
away November 16, 2018,
after generations of
passionate friendship and
visionary leadership. As the
first director of the HaysMed Foundation in 1999 Bob
established many of the relationships and ideals that
continue to bolster the HaysMed Foundation 20 years later.
After Bob's first year as director he noted, "I don't know that
I've ever been involved in anything more gratifying than the
work I'm doing." Bob's fingerprints are everywhere in our
community and are still visible in the the good deeds of the
organizations that enjoyed his vision, in the smile of a dear
friend he only just met, and in the hearts of the countless
many whose lives remain changed forever by his own
brand of devotion.

Remembering Dr. Troy Kerby
For nearly ten years, Dr.
Kerby was a dedicated
radiologist at HaysMed
who exuded enthusiasm
for his specialty. He was
passionate about his
family, his golf game, the
Texas Longhorns, coffee,
and enjoying life. Loss
and sorrow touch our
hearts at his untimely
death, on September 11,
2018.
“Dr. Kerby wanted the best for the patient and our
imaging team. He challenged our staff to be their best
and made sure he told someone when they did a great
job. His talents, dedication, friendship, and infectious
laugh will be greatly missed,” shared Lisa Dinkel, Director
of Imaging/Breast Care Center/Orthopedics/Pain Clinic.
Memorials for Dr. Kerby are designated to the HaysMed
Foundation for the benefit of the Imaging Department and
can be sent to HaysMed Foundation, 2220 Canterbury
Drive, Hays, KS 67601.

BETTER
TOGETHER
HaysMed Associate Campaign | 2018

Each year, HaysMed Associates join
the ranks of donors to the HaysMed
Foundation. This year Associates
donated more than $70,000 to
support programs and projects that
benefit HaysMed patients.

Your Gifts at Work
One of the most rewarding aspects of giving to the HaysMed Foundation is
knowing that your gift helps HaysMed enhance the services provided to your
family, friends and community. Some people restrict gifts to specific projects or
programs that have touched their families. Unrestricted gifts allow HaysMed to
address other needs and priorities identified by our caregivers. Gifts come in all
sizes and impact all areas of HaysMed. Highlights of the impact of a few of the
gifts include:
Robotic Surgery
HaysMed, a part of The University of Kansas
Health System, celebrated the 1500th Robotic
Surgery in September. The Robotic Surgery
program, the first in western Kansas, was
launched in April 2014 to provide patients with
a form of minimally invasive surgery the
offers many advantages. Because of the
smaller incisions patients usually see less
pain, shorter hospital stays, less scarring,
reduced risk of infection and a quicker
recovery.
“Bringing innovative surgical technology to western Kansas is something we are
very proud of,” said Bryce Young, Chief Operating Officer at HaysMed.
HaysMed offers robotic surgery for a wide range of surgical procedures.
Currently 11 physicians at HaysMed are trained in robotic surgery: Samuel
Durham, MD, Cardiovascular Surgeon, general surgeons Charles Schulz, MD,
Paul Teget, DO, Zurab Tsereteli, MD and Jerod Grove, MD, OB/GYN physicians
Joel Fort, MD, Lee Hodny, MD, and Timothy Hospkins, MD and Urologists
Ernesto Lopez-Corona, MD, Kevin McDonald, MD and Srinivas Samavedi, MD.
Play Center Equipment
The Center for Health Improvement play center staff now has access to hundreds
of aerobic and gross motor development programs for children of all ages.
Thanks to generous donors who funded the addition of a large smart TV.
Congestive Heart Failure And Sepsis Patient Resources
HaysMed is committed to providing patients with the proper tools and
understanding to manage their illness. Gifts to the Foundation funded a
Balancing Your Daily Fluid toolkit to help patients manage their heart failure and
thermometers for patients at dismissal from the hospital who need to regularly
take their temperature and watch for warning signs of sepsis.

Continued on next page

Paul & Virginia Miller
Society
We all want to feel we have
done something important in
our lifetime. For some, this can
be a driving force leading to
accomplishments both great
and small that benefit humankind. But for many others, it is
the desire to leave a legacy in
their community that will benefit
their families and friends and
inspire others to do the same.
The Paul & Virginia Miller
Society is a special recognition
program honoring people who
have developed estate plans
that will ultimately benefit
patients served by HaysMed.
Donors who join the Miller
Society realize their generosity
will expand and enhance
healthcare services in western
Kansas. Miller Society
members are invited to various
activities, including the annual
Miller Society Luncheon and,
with permission, are recognized
in our publications.
If you are interested in learning
more about the Miller Society or
would like to discuss various
ways to include HaysMed in
your estate plans, please feel
free to contact Jeff Brull at
785-623-2193 or
jeff.brull@haysmed.com.

Miller Society Members
Anonymous (7)
Patricia Bartels
Don Bickle
Dr. Earl Carlson
Larry J. Dreiling
Darla Fuertges
Dr. Tom and Debra McDonald
Charles and Louise Reese
Tim and Sandee Werth
Jeff and Tina Wick

Continued from previous page
Kids Quest 2018
Over 300 kids signed up for Kids Quest 2018, a free summer
program encourages children to stay active in the summer
by biking, swimming, running, walking and other exercise.
The 14-week program is offered by the Center for Health
Improvement and supported by donations to The HaysMed
Foundation and prizes from area businesses.
SANE Clinical Training
Donations from the region funded a Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiner (SANE) clinical training to help western Kansas
communities develop SANE services and improve victim
access to services closer to home. Western Kansas has had
difficulty developing and sustaining SANE programs which
has led to HaysMed being the main referral site for patients
from this area. It is not uncommon for victims to travel hours
for SANE services.
Community and Professional CPR
For nearly 20 years, HaysMed has offered the American
Heart Association Family and Friends® CPR class that
teaches skills in CPR, AED use, and relief of choking in
adults, children and infants. The HaysMed Foundation
provides CPR kits to participants. Additionally, all first-time
parents who deliver at HaysMed receive an infant CPR kit.
This DVD based program teaches basic CPR skills and
includes a personal manikin allows practice for parents or
other caregivers.
In addition, gifts to the
Foundation have provided
new CPR manikins and a
training defibulator for
state of the art CPR
training of healthcare
professionals and
students.
Free Drive Thru Flu
Vaccinations
Rain or shine, HaysMed provides a free drive-thru flu
vaccination event for our region. Thanks to generous
donations from the community and many volunteers from
HaysMed, Fort Hays State University and North Central
Kansas Technical College, the one day event provided more
than 3,450 flu vaccines to anyone 6 months or older.
According to the Centers for Disease Control, influenza is a
serious disease that
can lead to
hospitalization and
sometimes even
death. An annual
flu shot is the best
way to reduce the
chances that you
will get seasonal flu
and spread it to
others.

Chapel Remodel
A visit to the
hospital can be
stressful for family
and friends. The
HaysMed Chapel is
designed to provide
a peaceful place for
reflection and
relaxation. Gifts to
the Foundation allowed for chapel remodeling to improve its
appeal as a quiet place of prayer and reflection any time of
day or night.
Sleep Center Matresses
Gifts to the Foundation purchased two new mattresses for
the sleep center. Good sleep is critical to helping people be
healthy and comfortable beds were needed to allow the staff
to diagnose sleep problems more effectively and with
greater comfort to the patient.
Baby Steps To Motherhood
The Center for Women’s Health at
HaysMed was able to adapt booklets
that are currently used by the
University of Kansas Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology to provide
evidence based information as a
reference throughout pregnancy. The
booklet supplements the education
given during prenatal appointments.
HaysMed Patient Assistance Fund
Dr. Roger Dietz, pathologist, approached the HaysMed
Foundation with the concept of an endowed fund that would
provide financial help to local patients and their families for
the non-medical expenses like transportation and lodging
that occur during medical treatment. A generous gift from
Dr. Roger and Cara Dietz got the fund started.
“The Patient Assistance Fund was born in part from
conversations I had with other physicians. We were
expressing frustration that large national organizations do
great things for medical research and patient care, but they
are difficult or impossible for our patients to access. We felt
there was a need for a fund that would impact our
community on the local level. I think this is a fantastic way to
ensure that your charitable donations are going to people
who are in need within our own community and region,” said
Dr. Dietz.

If you would prefer to receive this newsletter by email, please
send a message to jana.fross@haysmed.com and include
Newsletter Subscription in the subject line. You will then begin
receiving an email directing you to the newsletter online.

F OU N D A T I O N A N N U A L R E P O R T
HaysMed Welcomes New Physicians
Anthony Accurso, MD
Oncology
The Dreiling/Schmidt Cancer Institute
welcomed Dr. Accurso. He has a Doctor of
Medicine from the University of Missouri,
Kansas City, Missouri and completed a
Fellowship in Hematology/Oncology at the
University of Kansas School of Medicine
and a Residency at Mayo School of Graduate Medical
Education. Dr. Accurso is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine.

Oluwaseun Akinbo, MD

Pramod Janga, MD
Hospitalist
The Hospitalists welcomed Dr. Janga. He
has a Doctor of Medicine from SVS Medical College in India and completed a
Residency in Internal Medicine at the
University of Missouri, Kansas City, MO.
Dr. Janga has a Master’s in Healthcare
Administration and is published in many peer reviewed
journals.

Aaron Pfeifer, MD

Orthopedics
The Orthopedic Institute welcomed Dr.
Akinbo. He has a Doctor of Medicine from
Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons in New York City, New York
and completed Fellowship in Hip and Knee
Replacement Surgery at New England
Baptist Hospital and a Residency in Orthopedic Surgery at
Howard University both in Washington, DC. Dr. Akinbo is
Board Certified in Orthopaedic Surgery. Dr. Akinbo has been
published in multiple peer reviewed journals and serves as a
peer reviewer for several Orthopedic surgery journals.

Emergency
The Emergency Department welcomed Dr.
Pfeifer. He has a Doctor of Medicine from
the University of Kansas School of
Medicine, Kansas City, Kansas and
completed a Residency in Emergency
Medicine at the Western Michigan Homer
Stryker M.D. School of Medicine in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Dr.
Pfeifer is a Hays native who enjoys outdoor activities with his
wife, children and family.

Max De Carvalho, MD

Srinivas Samavedi, MD

Orthopedics
The Orthopedic Institute welcomed Dr. De
Carvalho. He has a Doctor of Medicine
from Federal University of Sergipe, Brazil
and completed Fellowships in Spine
Surgery in Rio de Janeiro, Germany and
Minnesota, Minimally Invasive and Endoscopic Spine Surgery in South Korea, Orthopedic Trauma in
New Mexico and Pediatric Orthopedics in Ohio and a
Residency in Orthopedics in Rio de Janeiro. Dr. DeCarvalho
is fluent in English, Spanish, German and Portuguese.

Urology
Western Kansas Urological Associates
welcomed Dr. Samavedi. He has a
Doctor of Medicine from Kakatiya Medical
College in India and completed Fellowships
in Urologic Oncology in Florida, Transplant
Surgery in Ohio and Advanced Robotic
Urology in Florida. Dr. Samavedi enjoys travel.

Samuel Durham, MD
Cardiology
The DeBakey Heart Institute welcomed
Cardiothoracic Surgeon Dr. Durham. He
has a Doctor of Medicine from Harvard
Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts
and completed a Fellowship in Pediatric
Cardiothoracic Surgery at Children’s
Hospital of Pittsburg, PA and Residencies in Surgery and
Cardiothoracic Surgery at University Health Center in
Pittsburg, PA. Dr. Durham and his wife study yoga.

Steven Waring, MD
Family Medicine
HaysMed Family Medicine welcomed Dr.
Waring. He has a Doctorate of Medicine
from Queen’s University, Ontario, Canada
and completed a Residency in Internal
Medicine in Calgary, Canada. Dr. Waring is
Board Certified in Family Practice. Dr.
Waring practiced medicine in Hays from 1994 to 2015.

Recognizing the Care in Healthcare
The HealthCare Champion program recognizes the CARE in healthcare. Each month,
patients and their families send heartwarming stories about special ways members of the
HaysMed HealthCare team impact their lives. There is truly no higher compliment!
Recent first-time recipients include: Dr. Paul Teget, Dr. Ross Buckles, Zach Schroeder,
Desirea (Renz) Long, Carolyn Terry, pictured left to right below.
To nominate your healthcare champion, visit
https://www.haysmedfoundation.org/forms/healthcare-champion-program.

In Memory and In Honor
We respectfully recognize the names of family members, friends
and HaysMed Associates who have been honored or
memorialized through contributions to the HaysMed Foundation
August 1 through October 31, 2018.
Marianne Anderson*
Don Barratt*
Lisa Beedy*
Herman Berens*
Sophie Berens*
Mary Lou Blum*
Don Brown*
Paul Brungardt*
Roy Brungardt*
Dr. Ross Buckles
Harriet Caplan*
Dr. Gulraiz Cheema
Lonny Claycamp*
Martha Culbreath*
Patrick Depperschmidt*
Gilbert Deutscher*
Milfred DeYoung*
Keith Fieler*
Dolores Gottschalk*
Robert Hinca*
Irene Hrabik*

Eugene Jacobs*
Eileen Kastens*
Troy Kerby*
Ramona Kippes*
Jesse Larkins*
Donald Leiker*
Desirea (Renz) Long
Ed Madden*
Kay Madden*
Stan Maskus*
Mary Matzke*
Charles McDonald*
David Mick*
Arthur Morgan*
Carla Muench*
Chardell Parke*
Sue Pfeifer*
Kristin (Lorenc) Rios
John Rose*
Susie Ruder*
Ken Rutherford*

Katherine Ryan*
John Schippers*
Howard Schmidt*
Steve Schmidt*
Zach Schroeder
Liz Semler*
Dr. Paul Teget
Carolyn Terry
Eugene Wellbrock*
Dr. Darrell Werth
Josephine Werth*
Victor Werth*
Ann Wilkerson*
Don Wilkerson*
Don E. Wilkerson*
Ken Wilkerson*
Tom Wilkerson*
Ivalee Wilson*
Olmer Wittman*
*Deceased

We hope you enjoy receiving the newsletter from the HaysMed Foundation. However, if you would
rather not receive this publication, please call Jayne Inlow at (785) 623-5014 or email
jayne.inlow@haysmed.com, and we will remove you from the mailing list. By the same token, if
you know others who would like to receive this newsletter, please ask them to let us know.

HaysMed Foundation Board of
Directors
Chris Wente, President
Alaina Cunningham, Vice President
Tracy Frickey, Secretary
Mark McCullick, Treasurer
Matt Dreiling
Michele Flax
Tyler “T.J.” Gottschalk
Wayne Kieffer
Dr. Thomas McDonald
Alan Moore
Kay Patterson
Julie Rider
Patrick Scott
Dr. Brennan Uehling
Dave Van Doren
Eric Wagner
Edward Herrman, HaysMed
President and CEO

HaysMed Foundation Staff
Jeff Brull, Executive Director
Jayne Inlow, Development Officer
Jana Fross, Operations and Data
Coordinator

